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Summary of the National seminar 

 

National seminar took place in Bratislava on the 15th June 2015, and gathered participants from 

different stakeholders: IOM, Ombudsman Office in Slovakia, Ombudsman Office in Czech Republic, 

Centre of Legal Aid of Ministry of Justice, Commenius University, Marginal NGO, Slovak Humanitarian 

Council, Slovak Catholic Charity, law firms and Human Rights League. Participants from the Burreau of 

Alien and Border Police did not attend the seminar for other urgent competing responsibilities. HRL 

has shared the presentations with them. 

 

HRL invited five external experts to speak at the seminar about the most pressing issues relevnt to 

return policy in Slovakia. External speakers were: Mrs. Adriana Weissova from International 

Organisation for Migration in Slovakia, Mrs. Jenny Pucher Andersson from the International Centre for 

the Migration Policy Development, Mr. Ondrej Vala and Mrs. Beata Szakacsova from the Czech Office of 

the Ombudsman and Mrs. Katarina Culikova from the Slovak Office of the Ombudsman.  

 

At the introduction, Zuzana Stevulova, director of the Human Rights League, presented the project, 

acitivities and its methodology. One of the authors of the National report Mrs.Barbora Messova, 

lawyer from Human Rights League, gave presentation on analysis of the compliance with the Return 

Directive in Slovak Republic. She presented the identified gaps in transposition or implementation as 

well as challenges for future. 

 

Preference of the voluntary return is defined in the Slovak legislation, however, as the analysis in the 

Slovak Republic showed the accent on the voluntary return has been much stronger in the past. On the 

other hand the implementation of the Programme of Assisted Voluntary Returns in Slovakia remains 

an important tool of the return policy and Adriana Weissova from IOM explained in her presentation 

about the methodology or registration, included services, mechanisms of provision of information 

about AVR, statistics and possible reasons for decrease in numbers of returnees through AVR 

programme in recent years, advantages of application of AVR, plans for its funding after the closure of 

the projects funded through Return Fund and challenges for future. 

 

In the first panel, models and experiences with monitoring of forced return were presented. 

Moderator Barbora Messova informed about situation in the Slovak Republic, whereas legislation 

regulates content of the monitoring broadly for all phases of return, however, in practice monitoring 
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of removal and post-removal phase is not operational. Ministry of Interior replied officially that 

monitoring is taking place in practice through activities of Ministry itself and NGOs. According to its 

position also office of Ombudsmand and Prosecutors office had legal competences to conduct 

monitoring of forced return. NGOs replied they monitor observation of rights of detainees and 

detention conditions. Prosecutor office replied they dont monitor forced return, but they exercise 

oversight over the places where restrictions to freedom of movement take place, such as detention 

centres for foreigners. Ombudsman office replied they do have competences broad enough to engage 

in monitoring of any rights and procedures of state bodies, however, their capacity and budget is 

limited, therefore they monitor prioritised issues each year. Also, they were not specifically given 

responsibility to monitor forced return by legislation neither they were consulted by the Ministry of 

Interior on such possibility. Ministry of Interior itself does not monitor forced return, ti could not offer 

information about number of monitored cases and reports about monitoring are not drafted. 

Further in the panel, Mrs. Jenny Pucher Andersson from the International Centre for the Migration 

Policy Development spoke about the FReM project of ICMPD on monitoring of forced returns, its 

objectives, guidelines and monitoring tools for monitors, selection of the pool of monitors, training 

manual and training programme for monitors, pilot monitoring operations and promotion of the 

European Pool of Forced Return Monitors. Mrs. Andersson went on in presentation of the good 

practices of monitoring implemented in Austria and Luxembourg. 

Mr. Ondrej Vala, a lawyer from the Czech Office of Ombudsman, presented about mechanism in force 

in Czech Republic and included some of his personal experiences, being himself a monitor. Czech 

system of monitoring includes monitoring of all administrative and judicial detention decisions, 

monitoring of detention centres and monitoring of expulsion, transfer and transportation of 

foreigners. Mr. Vala presented the methodology of monitoring including provision of information 

about planned expulsions, content of monitoring, monitoring reports and follow up on findings of the 

monitoring. He also elaborated on the most important findings from the monitoring of forced return 

in the Czech Republic. 

 

In the second panel participants were presented about monitoring related to detention of foreigners 

and alternatives to detention. Mrs. Katarina Culikova, lawyer of the Slovak office of the Ombudsman 

informed about the results of their research in 2013 on Availability of legal aid to detained third 

country nationals and about most recent monitoring of deprivation of liberty in Police detention cells. 

Police detention cells are not specific places of detention of foreigners, however, HRL included this 

topic in the seminar in order to learn about the findings with regards to general practices of police 

authorities pertaining police detention. Presentation raised a lot of questions in the discussion at the 

end of the panel, since it appeared many of the practices of the general police could have been 

reflected on the police detention practice regarding foreign nationals. 

Mr. Ondrej Vala in his second presentation reported about findings from the monitoring of detention 

centres in the Czech Republic. Legal competence of the Ombudsman office for monitoring relates to all 

places of any form of deprivation of liberty and employees of the office have access to all detainees 

and all case file documentation inckluding medical documentation. His presentation focused on 

findings from monitoring visits to asylum accommodation centres where freedom of movement is 

restricted and to detention centres and about recommendations and follow up through their 

implementation in practice. 

Third panellist, Mrs. Beata Szakacsova, also a lawyer from Czech Office of the Ombudsman held a 

presentation about system of alternatives to detention in the Czech Republic, which is in many aspects 
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similar to the Slovak system. Her presentation comprised introduction of legal regulation, application 

of alternatives in practice, statistics on their application and on jurisprudence of courts in the Czech 

republic pertaining to use of alternatives to detention. 

The panel was closed by Barbora Messova which in her second presentation reflected on the major 

findings of the analysis of compliance with Return Directive in the Slovak Republic related to 

detention and alternatives to detention. She has elaborated on opportunities for more extensive use of 

alternatives to detention, changes in legislation to come to force in July 2015 (amendment to the Act 

on Asylum amending also Act on Stay of Foreigner) and in July 2016 (new Administrative Judicial 

Code) and about the challenges for future in practice and the need for further change of legislation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


